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Increase In Demand For Specialist Building Render Cleaning Sees Experts
Branch Out With Services Nationwide

South London-based specialist cleaning business Spectrum Specialist Support have today
announced that they will be expanding their Render Cleaning services nationwide, following
unprecedented demand from businesses and building owners in and around London.

(PRWEB UK) 2 February 2018 -- The specialist Render Cleaning process used by Spectrum involves steam
cleaning rather than pressure washing; eliminating the risk of any damage to the render whilst still cleaning off
any accumulated dirt, moss, algae or staining. Each job is approached bespoke, with a chemical biocide custom-
mixed and applied by the Spectrum team. A full site survey is carried out before any work commences.

Neglected render often looks weathered, stained or dirty and can affect the whole exterior of a building as a
result of age, pollution or adverse weather. Businesses for a long time have ignored the external appearance of
their buildings or premises, but the current societal trend of taking photographs and sharing them online has
quickly changed opinion and marketing and maintenance priorities.

The majority of external cleaning companies, which often require crane, rope and cradle access, use standard
pressure washing techniques as opposed to steam cleaning. This can quickly result in a building appearance that
looks substantially cleaner, but can crack, loosen and break down the render’s quality – meaning that building
owners need to repair or replace the building’s render much sooner than they usually would.

Spectrum have been offering Render Cleaning to several of their long-term customers for buildings outside of
London, but this move will see the company open up their services to anyone who requires them, nationwide,
for the first time. Currently the company have specialist rope access staff available forspecialist cleaning,
maintenance and repair jobs on a 24/7 basis across the capital, with the ability to service even the most urgent
or emergency-grade of jobs. Widening this service out to the whole country will allow those based elsewhere to
benefit from the same expert assistance.

Lucian Ivan, Spectrum Specialist Support’s Managing Director, said: “This is an exciting development for
Spectrum’s team and their customers. Our tailored professional approach to treating each job on its merits
allows for a service that’s second-to-none and is right first time, every time. The team are looking forward to
experiencing new challenges and visiting new places as we extend our knowledge, expertise and service across
the UK.”
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Contact Information
Lucian Ivan
Spectrum Specialist Support Ltd
http://https://spectrumspecialistsupport.co.uk/
+44 2035516206

Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.
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